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What is SimPilot™?

SimPilot™ by AlphaTech is a non-accredited Flight Training programme 
designed for Flight Simulation enthusiasts and Aviation enthusiasts 
alike.

SimPilot™ was designed to provide a realistic flight training 
environment for enthusiasts who would not normally have 
access access to this type of facility.

SimPilot™ uses a full size Airbus A320 FNPT II Fixed based flight 
simulator and classroom facilities which are used by the Airline Industry 
for real life operations training.

Who can join SimPilot™?

SimPilot™ is designed for anyone who has a firm understanding
of aviation and the basics of flight.

TThe programme is structured in such a way that it caters for all
levels, however there will be a requirement to work towards and 
maintain a minimum standard.

The programme currently has pilots of all levels.
We have real life Airline pilots, PPL holders, home simulator enthusiasts, 
general aviation enthusiasts, and keen hobbyists
looking for that next challenge.

All of our pilots aAll of our pilots are from different working backgrounds with a vast 
range of experience and skill sets between them.

The minimum age for SimPilot™ is 16 yrs.

Can someone with no experience at all join SimPilot™?

Yes, We can accept you on the programme if you are willing to
apply yourself correctly in order to reach the minimum standard
required to operate the Airbus A320 simulator.

TThe programme will have a steep but very rewarding learning curve.
There are instructors and mentors on hand to help guide you through 
all aspects of training.

Please contact us if you wish to discuss joining the programme.-



What will you gain from SimPilot™?

SimPilot™ is currently a non-accredited programme, which means 
unless you already hold a CPL or ATPL , you cannot use the 
training and skills gained to advance in any aviation career. 
However, we are quickly working towards full accreditation for 
SimPilot.

TThe majority of our pilots in the programme are here because a 
career in avaiation is out of reach.
This said, apart from learning how to fly an Airbus A320 
commercial aircraft, you will gain a multitude of skill sets that can 
be applied in everyday life.

Operating in a Multi Crew Enviroment, you will learn valuable
CRM ( CCRM ( Crew Resource Management ) and MCC ( Multi Crew 
Cooperation ) Skills.
These can be applied in both your working life and personal life.

All of that aside, you will have hours upon hours of fun flying the 
virtual skies, exploring the detailed sceneries and the challenging 
landings at a vast range of fully modelled and detailed airports.

The programme structure

SimPilot™ is a moduSimPilot™ is a modular learning programme with 4 structured 
levels, each of which will have an associated rank.

Once you pass the initial SimPilot™ basic training course you will
be assigned to the Flight Crew Roster as a Junior First Officer.
From this point onwards, progression will be entirely up to
you and at the pace you desire. 

           The training progression is as follows;

          1. Junior First Officer - ( For new SimPilots and basic training )          1. Junior First Officer - ( For new SimPilots and basic training )

          2. First Officer  - ( Intermediate level training )

          3. Captain - ( Advanced level training )

          4. APS ( Airline Pilot Standards ) - ( Professional level training )

Note : As a Junior First Officer, you will be required to maintain the 
SimPilot™ Minimum Standards as outlined in the company Flight




